
TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

Terms and Definitions 
for the Compensation Plan
Effective November 1, 2021

These Terms and Definitions for the Young Living Compensation Plan combine with the Compensation Plan 
Highlights (available at https://www.youngliving.com/en_US/opportunity/compensation-plan) to form the 
“Compensation Plan” for Young Living Brand Partners residing in the United States. This document includes 
definitions of words and terms of the Compensation Plan. Young Living will be the final decisionmaker on all 

 Income Compensation Plan term interpretations. For earning statistics of Brand Partners, see Young Living’s 
Disclosure Statement at www.youngliving.com/IDS/ 

Beginning July 2021, Young Living will classify members into three groups: 

1. Brand Partners, who are business builders and sell Young Living products to others;
2. Customers, who purchase products only for their own use; and
3. Professional Account Customers (PACs), who purchase products for use in their businesses.

These three groups comprise all YL individuals (formerly referred to as members).

Brand Partner: An individual who has entered into a Brand Partner Agreement with Young Living. Brand Partners 
have the right to build businesses by purchasing and reselling Young Living products and enrolling other Brand 
Partners, Customers, or Professional Account Customers (collectively “YL Individuals”), and by doing so to receive 
compensation under the Compensation Plan. 

Business Organization: A Brand Partner (or business builder) and his or her Team (also known as his or her 
“downline” and previously referred to as a Sales Organization).  

Commission Period: The period beginning at 12 midnight, MT, on the first day of a calendar month and ending 
11:59 p.m., MT, on the last day of a calendar month. Only orders received within a Commission Period will be 
considered in calculating commissions for that period. PV, CV, OGV, PGV, Leg OGV, and Qualifying Legs reset at 
the beginning of each Commission Period.

Compression: In each Commission Period, the PV of Team Members of a Qualified Brand Partner may combine 
into a single level (a Unilevel) for Unilevel Commissions purposes. A Unilevel combines the PV of Team Members 
who are (i) Brand Partners that are not commission qualified or (ii) Customers who do not have 100 PV. A Unilevel 
goes down each line of sponsorship to the next Team Members who (i) are Brand Partners that are commission 
qualified, (ii) are Customers who have at least 100 PV, or (iii) have no Team.

Customer: Customers are those who have an account on Young Living’s website to purchase product only for 
personal use. Customers are not authorized to earn commissions by reselling Young Living’s products, or to 
enroll Brand Partners. A Customer may convert to being a Brand Partner by submitting a Brand Partner 
Agreement. A Brand Partner whose Brand Partner Agreement has terminated will be converted into a Customer.

Customer Volume (CV): The collective PV of a Brand Partner’s first Level Customers, including the Brand 
Partner’s own purchases for either personal consumption or resale. Brand Partners (up to and including 
Executive Rank) must have 100 CV in a Commission Period to qualify for commissions.
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Diamond Leadership Bonus: Brand Partners who qualify for the rank of Diamond or higher and meet the 
qualifications listed below in a Commission Period are entitled to shares of the Diamond Leadership Bonus pool, 
which is equal to 0.5% of Young Living’s global commissionable sales. Each share has a value equal to the overall 
pool value divided by the total number of all global Brand Partners’ shares in that Commission Period. Shares are 
allocated as follows: 

• Diamonds: one share
• Crown Diamonds: two shares
• Royal Crown Diamonds: three shares

Qualifications for the Diamond Leadership Bonus: Existing Diamonds complete one of the following requirements 
annually to qualify for shares for the following year: (Note: The 12-month period for existing Diamonds starts at 
the completion of his or her initial 12-month period as Diamond; this program is not calendar year based.)

• Attend at least one complete session of the annual International Grand Convention, OR
• Attend a full week at one of our annual winter or spring harvests AND the full Diamond Retreat

New Diamonds are eligible to qualify in each of the first 12 months after qualifying as a Diamond, Crown 
Diamond, or Royal Crown Diamond for the applicable Commission Period. 

Enroller: The Brand Partner responsible for enrolling or referring a YL Individual (or member).

Enrollment Month: The month in which a YL Individual enrolls, regardless of the day of the month the enrollment 
occurs. For instance, YL Individuals enrolling on the 1st or the 31st of January will have January as their 
Enrollment Month.

Fast Start Bonus: Qualifying Brand Partners are eligible to earn a Fast Start Bonus of 25% on the PV of all new 
Customers and Brand Partners they personally enroll in Young Living (up to $200 a month). The Fast Start 
Bonus is paid to the Enroller in the new Customer’s or Brand Partner’s Enrollment Month (even if it is a partial 
month), and the next two calendar months. During each of these three months, if the Brand Partner’s Enroller is 
a Qualifying Brand Partner then that Enroller can earn 10% (up to $80 a month) on the new Customer’s or 
Brand Partner’s PV as well. Any time the Fast Start Bonus is paid, the Customer’s or Brand Partner’s PV will be 
reduced by 70% for purposes of calculating all other commissionable payouts on the same PV. The Fast Start 
Bonus can only be earned once per Customer or Brand Partner. Effective July 1, 2021, no portion of this bonus 
will be paid on the PV of newly-enrolled U.S. Brand Partners, but will continue to apply to newly enrolled 
Customers and international (non-U.S.) Brand Partners.

Generation: A Silver or higher-ranked Brand Partner and their Team down to, but not including, any other Silver 
or higher-ranked Team Member(s) and their Team(s). Silver or higher-ranked Brand Partners can have multiple 
Generations in their Team, with each subsequent Generation beginning at the next Silver or higher-ranked 
Brand Partner below the prior Generation.  The Brand Partner’s first Generation is his or her “Personal 
Generation.” The second Generation begins at the first Silver or higher-ranked Brand Partner in each Leg below 
the Personal Generation, and so on for subsequent Generations. 

Generation Commissions: Brand Partners who qualify for the Rank of Silver or higher are eligible to earn 
commissions on certain Generations within their Business Organization. Generation commissions are calculated 
as a percentage of the collective PV of all YL Individuals in certain Generations. Each Rank from Silver to Royal 
Crown Diamond is paid on a specific number of Generations. The number of Generations and the percentage 
paid on each Generation is set out in the Compensation Plan Highlights. 

Generation Leadership Bonus: Brand Partners who qualify for the Rank of Silver or higher in a Commission 
Period are entitled to shares of the General Leadership bonus pool, which is 6.25% of Young Living’s global 
commissionable sales for that Commission Period. Each share has a value equal to the overall pool value  
divided by the total number of all Brand Partners’ shares in the applicable Commission Period. Shares are 
allocated as follows: 
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• Silvers earn (i) one share for themselves, and (ii) one share for each Silver or higher-ranked Brand Partner in
their Generations 2-3.

• Golds earn (i) two shares for themselves, (ii) two shares for each Gold or higher-ranked Brand Partner in their
Generations 2-4, and (iii) one share for each Silver ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-4.

• Platinums earn (i) three shares for themselves, (i) three shares for each Platinum or higher-ranked Brand
Partner in their Generations 2-5, (iii) two shares for each Gold ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-5,
and (iv) one share for each Silver ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-5.

• Diamonds earn (ii) four shares for themselves, (ii) four shares for each Diamond or higher-ranked Brand
Partner in their Generations 2-6, (iii) three shares for each Platinum ranked Brand Partner in their Generations
2-6, (iv) two shares for each Gold ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-6, and (v) one share for each
Silver ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-6.

• Crown Diamonds earn (i) five shares for themselves, (ii) five shares for each Crown Diamond or higher-ranked
Brand Partner in their Generations 2-7, (iii) four shares for each Diamond ranked Brand Partner in their
Generations 2-7, (iv) three shares for each Platinum ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-7, (v) two
shares for each Gold ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-7, and (vi) one share for each Silver ranked
Brand Partner in their Generations 2-7.

• Royal Crown Diamonds earn (i) six shares for themselves, (ii) six shares for each Royal Crown Diamond
ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-8, (iii) five shares for each Crown Diamond ranked Brand Partner
in their Generations 2-8, (iv) four shares for each Diamond ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-8, (v)
three shares for each Platinum ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-8, (vi) two shares for each Gold
ranked Brand Partner in their Generations 2-8, and (vii) one share for each Silver ranked Brand Partner in
their Generations 2-8.

Leg: A YL Individual in a Brand Partner’s first Level and that YL Individual’s downline Team.

Leg OGV: The collective PV of all YL Individuals in a Qualifying Leg.

Level: The position within a Team of a YL Individual. YL Individuals sponsored by a Brand Partner are in that Brand 
Partner’s first Level. YL Individuals sponsored by a Brand Partner’s first Level Team Members are in that Brand 
Partner’s second Level, and so on.

Organization Group Volume (OGV): The collective PV and CV of YL Individuals in a Business Organization. 

Personal Group Volume (PGV): The sum of PV outside of the Brand Partner’s Qualifying Legs or any Legs ranked as 
Silver or higher.

Personal Volume (PV): Most Young Living products are assigned a personal volume or PV amount, which is not 
always equal to the dollar amount. For Compensation Plan calculations, a YL Individual’s PV is the sum of product 
PV he or she purchased in a Commission Period. All commission plan calculations are based on the PV of a product 
and not the sales price. Any time the Fast Start Bonus is paid, the PV used to calculate such Fast Start Bonus will 
be reduced by 70% for all other commissionable payouts. For example, if a new Customer orders 100 PV and the 
Fast Start Bonus is paid out, the 100 PV is reduced to 30 PV for all other commissions, bonuses or payouts. Brand 
Partners (Silver Rank and above) must have 100 PV in a Commission Period to qualify for commissions.
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Professional Account Customers (PACs): A Professional Account Customer (PAC) buys Young Living products 
at a discounted price for resale in some other established business, such as spas, gyms, day care facilities, or 
massage schools that may use Young Living products. PACs cannot (i) enroll Brand Partners or Customers, (ii) 
earn commissions under the Compensation Plan, or (iii) participate in the Subscribe to Save program. If a PAC is 
sponsored by a Brand Partner, it will be placed in that Brand Partner’s first Level. PV from PACs will be reduced 
by 50% for all commission calculations. If a Brand Partner has an interest in a PAC account in addition to his or 
her own Brand Partner account, the PAC account will be deemed a “sister account” to the Brand Partner’s 
account and will be placed on the first Level of the Brand Partner’s Team.  The Brand Partner will not receive 
Unilevel Commissions on purchases made by that sister account.  But purchases made through the sister 
account will be added to the Brand Partner’s PGV and OGV, and PV, and will be counted toward the PGV, OGV, 
Rank qualification, and commissions of the Brand Partner’s Support Team as if that PV came from the Brand 
Partner.

Qualifying Brand Partner: A Brand Partner who meets the applicable CV or PV qualifications required to earn 
commissions at his or her Rank during the applicable Commission Period.

Qualifying Leg: To be a Qualifying Leg, the top of the Leg must be a Qualifying Brand Partner during the 
applicable Commission Period. If a Brand Partner at the top of a Leg is not a Qualifying Brand Partner during the 
applicable Commission Period, the Qualifying Legs under him or her will function as the top of a Leg. To 
determine leg qualification, the OGV of each potential leg is taken into account from greatest OGV to least OGV.

Rank: Brand Partners can achieve and be referred to by the following Ranks: Associate, Star, Senior Star, 
Executive, Silver, Gold, Platinum, Diamond, Crown Diamond, and Royal Crown Diamond. Each Rank has 
separate qualification requirements and separate compensation potential, as set out in the Compensation Plan 
Highlights. For example, a Brand Partner who meets the qualifications for Silver Rank in a Commission Period 
may be referred to as a Silver.

Sponsor: The YL Individual (whether Brand Partner, Customer, or PAC) one Level above another YL Individual. A 
YL Individual’s Sponsor may or may not also be his or her Enroller.

Support Team (formerly “Upline”): Any Brand Partner in a direct line above another Brand Partner. 

Team (formerly “Downline”): All YL Individuals sponsored by a Brand Partner, anyone those individuals sponsor, 
and so on. 

Team Member: A YL Individual in a Brand Partner’s Team.

Unilevel Commissions: Qualifying Brand Partners earn a percentage of the PV ordered by Team Members at 
certain Levels in the applicable Commission Period. Rank qualification requirements and Unilevel Commission 
percentages paid are defined in the Compensation Plan Highlights. 

Upline: See Support Team.

YL Individual (formerly “Member”): A Brand Partner, Customer, or PAC. 
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